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Assignment
Originally, the Use Case 5.1 was supposed to be about embedding fonts in OOXML for Windows. Nevertheless,
SUSE has already delivered that work in Use Case 3 (report available upon request) after having finished all the
Use Case 3 tasks, and having agreed to spend the remaining time that way.
Consequently, SUSE agreed with OSBA to continue other tasks that were left unfinished as part of the Use
Cases 1 and 2. To be specific:
Use Case 1:
•

•

Add support for gradient background in frames to LO
•

Implement rendering of gradients

•

Preserve gradients on docx export

•

Preserve gradients on ODT export (optional, not in spec)

•

UI to edit/create gradients (optional, not in spec)

Correctly import drop shadow borders
•

Preserve on export

Use Case 2:
•

Bottom external padding of a table is not correct

•

Rotate text is not rendered correctly

•

Rotated text is not aligned correctly

•

Add table styles support to LibreOffice
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Work Description
Support for gradient background in text frames and support for table styles were larger features, the rest was
mostly bugfixing.
Gradient background in frames
Until now, when the user created a rectangle or text frame in Writer, she had two choices. She could use the
draw toolbar to create a drawinglayer rectangle, or she could insert a text frame. The former type is shared
between the LibreOffice applications, and it already supports having not only a bitmap or a color but also a
gradient or a hatch as a background; but the latter cannot do that. On the other hand, the benefit of the latter (the
text frame) is that they can contain anything a normal Writer document can — like columns, tables, etc. These
features are not supported by the drawinglayer rectangles.
So till now you had to decide what to pick, but it wasn’t possible to have both; worse, during import of docx it was
necessary to use the latter – the text frames – in order to maintain compatibility. We have implemented the
support for gradients in the text frames, including the user interface for this feature:
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Drop shadow borders
This turned out to be a missing implementation of VML export of the affected shapes. Import was not ideal either,
so we fixed both – added the missing pieces in import, and implemented the export of text frames as VML
rectangles, including:
•

position and size

•

background color

•

frame color and width

•

shadow color, width and offset

Please see the result after having fixed the remaining import issues, and implementing export:

Bottom external padding of a table is not correct
This has been fixed by the other contracting company working on the tender before we got to fixing this; we only
helped to get the work to the LibreOffice repository.
Rotate text is not rendered correctly & Rotated text is not aligned correctly
We fixed the related issues both in the import filter, as well as in the application itself, so that now the rotated text
is handled correctly:
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Add table styles support to LibreOffice
We have spent 16 mandays fixing and implementing the above mentioned features; adding table styles support
was the last missing item. Unfortunately, it is impossible to implement it in the remaining 7 mandays, and we
expect that half-implementation would not be sufficient to fulfill the needs of the tender.
We are eager to do the work if additional funding of about 8 mandays is found, to have a total of 15 mandays to
implement this feature in the Writer core, create the user interface for that, and implement OOXML and ODF
import and export of the table styles.

Conclusion
In 16 mandays, we have implemented a larger missing feature (gradient support for text frames), and fixed many
issues that dramatically improved the fidelity of the DOCX import and export. Unfortunately we were unable to
use the entire 23 days, as the last item was a large missing feature – table styles support.
We are happy to implement the table styles support if additional funding of 8 mandays (to have 15 mandays total
to implement it) is found – it would be a really important improvement.
All the delivered code is committed to the LibreOffice repository, please see Appendix A for a complete list.
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Appendix A
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=f4483d31f33aca78afbd719e58db5d8a097411dd
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=88ebaff73533fdbbd7ecbf24a0e892f411c577a0
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=2cacaf6ab0acf3188f43df02ef3fc87082e351b2
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=01d059c13e39f4fba75e2152b4db6b0b746bca71
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=4a787e2078ca1a19e065cb356fc80f421213ad87
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=a2bee4547a4997759e41aed8de0f2af95460a732
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=736c25a9d372dd1761d3352240164c969fd3ed1d
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=77479d619b3d22fc521be87a98587f031382b156
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=d0fcf8340d5319524dd0f9d8fb24666229d5fd92
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=f04bcdc4681e76b26b2f5e78232ccfb2d3cb891e
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=6eb6fc826e54d4464ecc56911a9cb192382319ea
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=2448539161d105c2b629ba090c732647d2e99c6d
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=0544946effdd464e8bfcb8cc64969a6e76a36096
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=2a34dd723baac31e9ce0c639ce9244c0ced4ff06
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=2aec78c0d931a53edbee0adeaf1efc399e235f17
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=abe9599b9dea6d7b3ad840dee88848ac10f55a04
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=d8de1d6070b7e89fcb5e51307d20b081e83fd02d
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=a1bef744a24b072adc22035b5b15b376961351d8
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=06de72bea24a83e4a4efbc235853a40781bce168
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=80f5a837f2d42cc2bc972dcfe88e5f39aa514d9c
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=ac8aee92c797dd7353978f1e7aec7336b7cb726d
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=bb00150ef62ccd256b3e8ec2dabec5eb2d6a667f
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=81a46fc86a530f028a5bd2f5e52fe0372d50ee38
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=d3c72662488cd2fad1876e8f4c17d54f26245a7a
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=b7de0431375926878646db1b1113573fb27f1cde
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=23515e814e2af04ffd82c18cd20607f7c15e1472
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=3430220290322ff8b6c68fe68357487bc1431b1f
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=d7efffebd9651dd866349915360ade64b97d7301
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=64020cebd676e6ff2b16da5af667b41afa04004d
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=1a3c90a292c7fc9060604151de9dc51eecf5b6a7
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=e97e62a4707e09739f9c00f8fc4a943f0123a9cf
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=0d47e4c4949edfd2be6af733c43d93aef6978fb6
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=70cd84b89fb265cd8671fa2ef910eef5a63ae99f
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=d884f8f65cc73cf932cde1e40cadf13556a7d44e
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=33fcc140ba412bd7565cc469418e65d445c98b52
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=206c088c092d484dbbed82ff3c18e6dfc00de513
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=8a1f3b582d7e8ce46e310bf3e0fdbf3ee26c1712
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=1417d691a6ea9024ca392d725b331037a175f723
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=ea7eef21707bb18ec5811f27c0584fe9421e30d8
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http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=349e9248f801d23735478abafe5328f79dfe4378
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=39dd9b64ddb0afefab88c8d6627c9f9c13b4ed37
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=0208ead70a9412ccd554fcef3e9308f8ca17037b
http://cgit.freedesktop.org/libreoffice/core/commit/?id=23b67c536537c91020cf5a45ab5cb36d7316ed89
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